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intermediate TPR
what do you do after they stand up
by dale griffee tokai university

whoever follows the way of life feels alive person or persons usually students to
whoever uses it properly feels well used perform an action while at the same time

lao tzu performing that action himself later it
becomes possible for the teacher to give

many teachers regard total physical commands without performing the action
response TPR or learning through actions himself with a little practice students are
as a technique best suited for children or able to understand and perform long and
beginning language students this is sometimes complicated sentence commands
understandable because the type of language from the stustudentsdenes point of view TPR can
used in TPR is frequently the type used be summarized as you see you hear and you
when talking to children As asher noted act

utterances usually commands from another point to consider is
adults are used to manipulate the communication since the 1970s we have
orientation relation and locomotion of the been increasingly aware of the need to
childs entire body this phenomenon can incorporate communication into our
be observed in a massive number of teaching indeed it has come to the point
commands as that an instructional methodology that does

not include communicative competence iscome here not judged as adequate at least three points
standstandstillsstillstills can be made relative to TPR and

communication
dont make a fist when im trying to put

on your coat
1 TPR emphasizes communication inpick up the red truck and put it in the toy

the natural spoken voice in the sentencebox in your room 19823
command go to the door students listen
for the what and the where of the sentencethis article will look at TPR from the it is not necessary to catch or to understand

point of view of a classroom teacher it will the preposition to or to engage in lengthy
consider both the strong and weak points of discussion on the difference between the use
this technique and then consider a slightly of a door and the doordifferent application suitable for high
beginners or low intermediate students

2 register and levels of politeness
considered important in a spoken language
can be introduced in the classroom because

of TPRadvantages the command form can take several forms
consider this one command

perhaps the single most impressive
feature of TPR is its simplicity there are mary go to the door
no charts to learn no pedagogical training to mary could you go to the door
master no linguistic theory to comprehend
one person usually the teacher tells another mary can you go to the door please
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mary if its not too much trouble could sense TPR is somewhat like a drill
you go to the door although unlikely this dialogue is possible

teacher go to the door
3 it is possible to give the command in student why

a natural spoken english which can include
the natural contractions and reductions of if the above dialogue were to take place
spoken language in other words you dont what could the teacher say
have to speak like this

A final comment on the merits of TPR A mini drama solution
should include its flexibility actions that
may or may not include speaking can be these problems forced me to take another
used to begin a class or may be used as short look at how I1 was using TPR in my
transitions from one activity to another classroom griffee 1981 and the remainder
these include actions while sitting pointing of this article deals with my solution which
to objects actions while sitting in a crowded I1 call mini dramas
classroom moving things on a desk and
learning simple classroom procedures in the drama gives a reason for the TPR actions
target language for more details see my

inin that drama contains a story and stories
article in the special TPR issue of the have meaning to see how this might

teacher griffee 1985language work lets examine the construct of a mini
drama and the commands which accompany

drawbacks of TPR it and then see how they might be applied in
a classroom

but all that glitters is not gold and TPR
has its problems points too from the point
of view of a classroom teacher here are three an examplelamplelampie
of them

since many students in asia are familiar
1 TPR is very demanding on the teacher with public means of transportation such as

TPR is energy intensive and hard on the a bus taking a bus to the post office can be
voice one class using TPR might be OK the subject of a mini drama
but a series of TPR class drain energy from
the teacher to an unacceptable degree and 1 passenger go to the bus stop look at
most teachers teach many classes the schedule look at your watch wait

for the bus here comes a bus wave at
2 there is a tendency to run out of the bus driver

commands there are few natural props in a
traditional classroom and there are a limited 2 driver stop the bus and open the door
number of commands that involve doors and
windows this is not to say that a clever 3 passenger ask the driver do you go by
teacher can not invent many perhaps an the post office
almost infinite series of commands from a
limited number of objects but most of us 4 driver say yes
are not that clever

5 passenger get on the bus hold a strap
3 another problem is that there is no and look around for a seat stand there

real reason for any of the actions in this for a minute find a seat sit down
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6 driver drive the bus now say next find today and point to it
stop post office

walk around the classroom

7 passenger push the button find an empty chair and sit down

8 driver stop the bus in front of the post heres a pencil
office take a pencil

put the pencil in the box
9 passenger stand up walk to the front of

the bus and put some money in the box we have examined a mini drama and
next to the driver now get off the bus some of the commands which might be
walk to the post office try to open the derived from it it is important to note that
door you cant open the door look at the mini drama was written first in other
the sign on the door the sign says words the mini drama provides a context for
closed on sundays and holidays put the commands thus dealing with problem

your hand on your forehead and say oh two of a tendency to not be clear why you
no today is sunday griffee are giving the commands and problem three
198212 of giving a reason for the commands the

effect of listening to the commands and
from this mini drama TPR commands acting is to prepare students for the drama

can be derived as seen below they are prepared for the language of the
mini drama by the active listening and they

point to a watch are prepared for the action of the mini drama
point to the door by the movement required by the commands
point to your hand students require a warm up the same as

athletes dopoint to your forehead
put your hand on your forehead plan for teaching

open your hand one possible teaching plan might be as
close your hands follows
wave your hand

1 the teacher reads the TPR commands

look around being careful to demonstrate every action at
least the first time a new action is

look at the chair introduced students have to see the action
go to the chair as well as hear the language to grasp the
sit down on the chair meaning

point to the calendar 2 the teacher and students read the mini
dramago to the calendar and point to today

now point to sunday 3 the teacher divides the class into groups
now point to a holiday of three one student is assigned to be the

passenger another the driver and another the
reader onlytheOnlythe reader has a copy of the

walk to the calendar mini drama the purpose of the reader is to
find a holiday and point to it be the director and also a kind of mini
find a sunday and point to it teacher the students who are acting
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perform all actions and say the lines assigned edition los gatos california sky
to their part by reading the lines to the oaks productions inc
other two actors the assignment is made
much easier nothing has to be memorizedas griffee dale T 1981 A new look at total

physical response cross currents
4 roles can be exchanged and the mini 7243497243 49
drama performed again the student who is
the becomes the reader etcpassenger griffee dale T 1982 listen and act

scenes for language learning tokyo
the role of the teacher at this stage is to lingual house

move around the room watch and encourage
the students for their will bepart griffee dale T 1985 TPR under difficult
engrossed in the activity thus we have delt circumstances the language teacherwith problem one the exhausting energy 91313149131314
drain as well as provided the students with
an opportunity for controlled group work

lao tzu the way of life translated by
summary witter bynner 1944 eighth

impression 1962 new york capricorn
A mini drama can be looked upon as an books

extension of TPR it reduces the demand on
the teacher by spreading it among the about the author
students it provides a source of possible
commands and gives a reason for the dale T griffee teaches EFL at tokai
commands by providing a context of university in tokyo japan he is active in
meaning there is something about putting JALT and TESOL he believes that the
language learning in a context of physical 20th century will be remembered primarily
action and meaning that creates life and as a transition into a post industrial global
enthusiasm or to paraphrase lao tzu if civilization and that today it is the
you honor life life will honor you responsibility of every human being to train

themselves to become a global citizen his
references second textbook hearsay survival

listening and speaking with david hough
asher james J 1982 learning another was recently published by addison wesley

language through actions second
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